We are collecting the rates, speed, verification rules, and user
feedback on cryptocurrency exchanges for you to make the best
choice and swap instantly.
The crypto space is vast – there are dozens of exchange services supporting the usage and
transfer of cryptocurrencies. Sometimes it might be a challenge to find a suitable tool that
would allow you to manage the funds in self-custody – so, we are here to make a statement.
Swapzone is a cryptocurrency exchange aggregator. Our job is providing the users with a
platform allowing them to make an informed choice when exchanging crypto assets. To make
this possible, we gather the information on the service providers, select the parameters for
comparison, aggregate and sort out the deals. and present all the options in one interface.
We aim for making the swap space transparent, understandable and, most importantly,
unified.

Features of Swapzone
-

Non-custodial
No registration or account creation needed to exchange
Wide range of coins and tokens to choose from (including Stablecoins)
Multiple exchange partners with the possibility to choose among service providers
Exchange offers sorted by the best rate, time and service rating
All the communication with the services held through Swapzone – we are here to help

How to use Swapzone?
We are creating a common user flow for non-custodial exchange services. By uniting different
interfaces into one, Swapzone acts as a bridge connecting the exchanges to the user.
Here are the steps you need to follow to proceed with using our service:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Go to the main page of Swapzone.io
Choose the currency you would like to exchange.
Choose the currency you would like to receive.
Enter the amount to swap and see the offers available on the market currently, You can
sort the offers by the type of the rate (floating/fixed), how much you would get, time of
swap, and the reviews of the service provider.
After you have made your choice, click Exchange.
On the next screen, fill in the wallet data.
Send in the deposit to the wallet generated by the exchange partner.
Give your swap some time to process and receive exchanged coins!

To know more about how to use Swapzone, check our YouTube exchange tutorials:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGMKO_JWjdA&list=PLN-vZ3q15hQi_cw99YUzPaRvzu48
NFUgw
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